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ICathy Meeks' fresh, straightfor'
ward commitment both to Jesus
Christ and to people holds a great
deal of hope for many thoughtful
Christians. Despite what many liber-
als thought, some conservative Chris-
tians were absent from many human
rights demonstrations in the '60s not
because they loved injustice but be-
cause they were confused about the
commitment of the protest lgaders.
Something seemed to be missing in
the way of depth and motivation and
consistency. (I once attended a rau-
cous rally against those who rape the
environment, and stood amazed as
the crowd dispersed leaving tons of
litter on the grounds. Another peace
demonstration concluded with threats
to do the war-mongers in, and vio-
lently.) Maybe the "new evangelical,"
of whom Cathy is representative in
some ways, will move mountains that
couldn't be budged without føfúå. One
thing's sure: with leadership like that,
the ball is now in the conservative's
court,
Reuel læmmons of the Fìrm lroun-
d.ation recently noted the difficulties
in keeping a "movement" moving,
"We brag about having the truth and
doctrinal soundness, rather than being
impressed with the spiritual power of
commitment and zeal," he said. I re-
call that here in the light of R.D. Ice's
article on the New Reformation move-
ment (p.16 ). Its interesting compari-
sons with the Restorafion movement
raises again the question, How can the
freshness of new beginnings be main-
tained among subsequent generations?
Our "Forumt' section would be a
good place for you to share Your
ideas about it.
And speaking of sharing, we re'
cently polled our "Friends of Mis-
sion" and board members about whe-
ther, and how far, to rePort on
scandals among us of various and ne-
farious nature. The result? Ëplit down
the middle, Yes and No, on airing
dirty linen. And that puts the ball in
the editor's courl. so bear with
us as we please none of You all the
time.... /tlM
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FROM THE ËDITOR
She was thrown out of the Northside Christian
Church in Macon, Georgia, because she is black;
but not before she told them her name. For Cathy
Meeks, author of.I Want Somebody to Know My
Name, believes that her conservative religious
faith does not require her to condone racist
practices that strip minority groupÊ of their
personhood.
The incident did not occur amidst the racial
turmoil of the '60s, but in the middle of the en-
lightened '70s. But neither ar.e Cathy's weapons
those of l,he secular radicals of the '60s. She has
decided that evangelical Christianity should be
brought to bear against continuing, if ignored,
sub-Christian raciaì attitudes.
"An usher met me at the door," she said, re-
calling the Macon incident in an interview. "I was
handed an order of worship and I saw they were
going to have communion"-which made her feel
comfortable after her Church of Christ bach-
ground at Pepperdine University. "But then there
were these ten guys marching up to me and the
man in front was fighting mad. I said, 'I'm Cathy
Meeks and I'm a Christian. I just came here to
worship.' tsut he looked like that was the biggest
lie he'd ever heard ancl I thought,'Cathy, you'd
better say something else because that's not good
enough.' So I said, 'WeIl, wltat's the matter?
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Don't you all let blach people come to this
church?' And he said, 'No, we don't.' So I just
left. . . ."
Such incidents make Cathy Mer:hs angry, but
not bitter. A smile lights up her broad, hand-
some face as she continues: "It does something
to you to get thrown out of a church house. I
went out to the car, and just burst into tears. But
I must tell you-as I was leaving, driving down
the road, three deer ran out of the woods. I had
to stop to let them cross. And while I was sitting
there, I just became so aware that God was in
charge, that there was still beauty in the world,
and that I could not let that kind of thing taint
my view of God's creation. It was like God was
saying, 'Looh-I know what happened and I'm
sorry. But those people needed you to be there.
It's still my world and I still love you."
BAND AID ON A CANEER
Despite the more winsome tone of such lan-
guage when cornparecl with the rhetoric of the
average social activist, Cathy finds fewer people
interested in her cause than in the years when
riots and marches were in style. "I think most
people-black and white- are just trying to de-
cide that racism is a dead issue," she said. "'lhat's
Iike putting a band aid cln a cancer. We're going
to have a generation of young people, both blach
and white, who are not going to be nearly as nice
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about dealing with their frustratiotls as we were
in the '60s. And it just doesn't mahe setrse for
the church to sit around saying'Well, you hnow,
we took care of that in the '60s'' Then when we
get to the new problems we don't even have any
kind of structures for clialogur:' We should be
able to say, 'My commitment to Jesus makes me
realize that there's something wrong when I sit
Sunday after Sunday in segregated worship situ-
ations and living in a segregated community'"
T. same complacency exists on the college
campus, she notes. She sees the apathy firsthand
in her work as an administrator at Mercer Uni-
versity, a Baptist college in Macon. Her sense of
ministry recently took her into local prisons,
where she teaches and administers the univer-
sity's prison education ptogram' "Kids don't be-
lieve reconciliation is possible," she reports.
"And the women in prison are not interested. I
really think that people everywhere are just kind
of digging in, saying 'We've got to hang on to
what we've got. Don't tell me this is the sort of
thing I should be concerned about-l'm just con-
cerned about sulvival.' "
Things are no better in the churches. Cathy
finds both blacks and whites ignoring not simply
integration, but its theological dimension, recon-
ciliation. At 32, and a successful educator and
author, she is often asked why she bothers cam-
paigning for renewed attention to the issue' In
reply, she speaks of a sense.of calling and mis-
sion, but not without some wistfulness and im-
patience. "I'm a little discouraged about it," she
admitted frankly. "But I think I've got to go
ahead and walk out on a limb and look foolish
and say, 'There's still a problem'' If the Christian
community can't do something about it, then
when kids start throwing Molotov Cocktails again
we might as well say, 'Go ahead, because we
really can't solve this.' But I think we can, and I
thinh that the faith commitment has got to be
e4ough to give us something to bridge the gap. I
won't ever quit believing that."
THOSE WHÕ EARË*AND ÕTHËRS
Cathy's determination to inject evangelical
faith into social problems crystallized while she
was at Pepperdine University's downtown Los
Angeles campus in racially troubled Watts. Being
there was in itself the result of an aunt who
cared. Although raised in poverty, and without
much church background in the home, Cathy
learned of Christ through a set of Rible story
books given to her by her aunt" "Then in college
I met people like Lucille Todd and Jennings
Davis and Antr King, wiro were peopie who love
Jesus and were trying very hard to let him affect
the way they lived."
In l-968 there was a hilling oll campus. 'oThese
people were the ones who stood out to me as
people who believ<;d what they'd been saying,"
Cathy said. "Others were just trying to get out
of it the best they could without having to give
up anything they didn't have to. But these peo-
ple would say, 'Look-there's a deeper issue
here.'"
But weren't things in Watts tough enough to
make anyone retreat-deeper issues or not? "Sure
it was hard," Cathy admitted. "If you relate to
the community as an enemy' then it does get
hard. People look for ways to get at their ene-
mies, and that's what happened. It's the very
same thing we're doing in Mercer. We've got a
black community in bach of us' a poor commun-
ity. So we spent $40,000 putting up a fence, and
then we got us {ì100,000 worth of lights to pro-
tect our fence! If we'd spent the money in that
community we wouldn't have to be scared of
them."
ince gtaduation, Cathy has been approached
about returning to Pepperdine, this time to the
posh new Malibu campus. BuL "Malibu was a
way to escape from a conrmunity too difficult
to deal with," she said. "And people need to
stop calling themselves Christian and doing that.
It's O.K. if you can't hacl< it and you want to
run, but don't tell me that you represent the Naz-
arene when you're running. Because Jesus would
give you the power you need to face a changing
community. Malibu is forty miles from anybody
black or any other color. I don't want to live in
an all blacir or all white community. You can't
work for reconciliation where you haveu't got
anybody but white PeoPIe'"
VúI-IAT'S TI-IË DI F FHRHNEH?
eathv's reliance on a power that "would give
you the power you need" distinguishes her
sharply from secular activists, She is a part of a
smalt but vocal group of second-generation acti-
vists whose evangelical faith is a marhed depar-
ture from the political motivation of the Cleavers
and Carmichaeìs and Browns of the last decade'
"Political movetnr¿nts don't have anything to
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keep them going. Some of the people in t.A.
who were so radical in the '60s are now doingjobs }ihe working for the Boy Scouts--very es-
talolishment kind of folks. One friend in particu-
lar-she was so radical we couldn't even talk to
each other. And now I sound more radical than
she does because my commitment to Jesus was
leading me down this different road."
T" deeper motivation for Christian activism
is also important for Cathy because it, seeks to
change attitudes and not just laws. "The reason
for racial reconciliation, in my estimation, is so
people can catch a greater glimpse of Jesus
Christ," she said. She applauds the "measurable
benefits" of the Civil Rights movement, but feels
that it was unable to produce basii changes in
attitudes. "I can sit where I want to on the bus,I can go vote without getting beaten up-and I
appreciate those kinds of things. But basically
people still feel the same way, and I think if we
took those laws away we'd be back to segrega-
tion by tonight."
So how does she get along with the old-style
radical? Cathy laughs. "They wouldn't like me
any better now than they would have in the'60s,
and I probably wouldn't like them much better.
I'll love 'em, but I'II stay my distance!'i She
finds more in common with groups like So-journers, a radical Christian community in Wash-
ington, D.C., and the Voice of Catvaiy in Jackson,
Mississippi, headed by black evangelical John
Perkins. But even among these groups Cathy con-
tinues to seek for Christian motivation, and for
balance. "They're doing all these neat things in
the world, which is fantastic. (Recently, Stokely
Carmichael was even found to be teaming up
with Sojourners in a rat control project in Wash-
ington, she said.)
"But it's kind of like the 'inward-outwardjourney.' You have to take time for the inwardjourney. If you stay on the outward journey too
long, eventually you get shallow and you don't
have anything to give. You've got to have a com-
munity, too*one that is struggling with itself to
grow spiritually so you can build the outwardjourney on a solid foundation and not just be
out there with a lot of nice little programs. Be-
cause if you do, then you end up just being a
copy of secular good works, a humanistic kind
of thing, and in the long run nobody's life gets
really touched. I meän you can sell clothes to
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people for a nickel apiece and that's good, but
what does that have to do with their real need
to be touched?"
WI{AT ÞO WË DÕ NOW?
With so much indifference among both btacks
and whites, and with such a history of inadequate
motivation, what does Cathy recommend be
done now? There are no eâsy answers, she said.
"But one thing that's essential is that we allow
ourselves to confront our own prejudices. \[hite
people have to admit, 'That's right-when I see
two black guys with Afros coming down the
street and I'm by myself, I'm scared.'And I have
to admit that when tr see two white guys with
long hair coming along looking like they're
hopped up on drugs, I'm scared. And when we
face that and say to God, 'I really do want to
make a difference in this world--how me what
to do,'then I think he'll show us.
"And there's got to be some forgiveness on
both sides. Black people have got to be able to
forgive white people for being descendants of
slave owners, and white people are going to have
to forgive their ancestors and stop feeling guilty
about what happened. I don't want people to be
doing something out of guilt. But I don't think
that exempts us from doing something. And
Jesus is the only way to deal with guilt. How else
are we going to get past all that junk?"
A"o how about the dilemma of good people
being a part of bad societal structures? Cathy
believes that the Christian must work for recon-
ciliation on both personal and public planes.
"For example, at Mercer there's a vice-president
whom I've had to take on personally at times. I
love him and he's a neat man, but there have
been times that I've just had to say, 'You're say-
ing one thing to me and you're doing another
thing. Ðxplain that to me.' We just have to be
very forthright and say, 'Look-if nothing else,
I'm going to be your conscience. You can still
do what you want to do, but you will do it with
my telling you that last weeh you told me you
were committed to something else.' "
Cathy admits that this sort of involvement is
not the usual role for the evangelical. But she
also believes that the image of the political acti-
vists has been caricatured for most of us. "Most
people, when you talk about political awareness,
have an image of going out with pickets and get-
ting in all this kind of trouble, and the kind of
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stuff that went on in the '60s. But that's not
what I think of at all, You pick up the phone
or you write a letter or you vote""
And does one party do better than another,
on the national scene? "Well the democrats talk
a good game but when you come right down to
it, most þolitical people do what's politically
good for them. If it's good for them to give jobs
to btack folks or Chicanos or women or Indians,
they do that; or if it's good for them to give jobs
to white folks they do that-the motivation is
expediency. So I don't think there's a whole lot
of difference. "
And how important are some of the more pub-
licized flash points in the areas of human need-
welfare, housing, busing, and tl-re like? Cathy
favors reforming the welfare system in order to
make it possible for more people to worì< for
what they receive---even if the government has
to create jobs for them. "Some people say'That's
socialism.' But dignity for human beings is a
much greater issue for me than whether the gov-
ernment is just creating jobs. It's socialistic just
to give money away, too.
"In states like Georgia folks are maintained at
a slave's income on welfare. No one can live on
welfare in Georgia. So someone on welfare will
go out and get a job as a waitress at seventy-five
cents an hour, and they don't report it because
if they do l,hey'll get it taken out of their $150
welfare check. Then they go to jail for welfare
fraud. But you've got some turkey up in Wash-
ington who spends $40,000 he shouldn't spend
for entertaining someone, but nothing happens
to him-that's welfare fraud, too." While con-
ceding that differing abilities will always produce
an economy that lacks totalequalify, Cathy con-
tends at least for "a little bit of quality" for
eveïyone.
as busing school children helped achieve re-
conciliation? That issue, Cathy says tiredly, is
another case of putting a band aicl on a cancer.
"It's so sad that we have these little kids who
get stuck out there trying to take care of the
problem that the grown folks created. In my
estimation we ought to be malçing the real estate
folks stop selling houses the way they do." She
refers to continued practices of "block-busting,"
which propagates racially segregated neighbor-
hoods and perpetuates white flight to the sub-
uibs-from which children are often bused back
to their old schools.
"Kids," she said, o'really shouldn't have to be
getting on a bus and having someone throw
things at them. However,I do believe that if chil'
dren get together, they grow up not worrying
about being together-it's not an issue for them.
But the way we've done busing in this couutry
has been an atrocity for the children. And it's
just another commentary on how we are a nation
of people who just take the easy way out. And
it's sad. "
qually sad, she feels, is the way "Christian
academies" have sprung up to create private
school systems insulated from busing in the pub'
Iic schools. "You get these great arguments," she
said-'Oh we just want to have a school where
we can teach our kids our theology.'And I have
to say,'Oh, your theology that black folks aren't
as good as white?' Then you get black and white
children both saying'If that's the kind of religion
you've got, I don't want any part of it,'and we
wonder why we have a bunch of kids who don't
have any faith. And the public schools suffer be-
cause the parents aren't supporting them, and
you have this crazy chain reaction going on."
WHERE IS THE CHURCH OF CHRIST?
Mission interviewed Cathy Meeks in Nashville,
where she counts Don Finto, minister of the Bel-
mont Church of Christ, among her closest friends.
She usually attends the Brook Valley church in
Atlanta, where Jim Bevis is preaching minister.
"In my mind, Brook Valley and Belmont rep-
resent more spiritual authenticity than most
places. They really seem to be trying to be what
God means for them to be. They are havin$ a
real look at Scripture with a kind of theological
soundness, even though there are still problems
in reaching out in the ways I've been talking
about."
But these, in Cathy's experience, are excep-
tions. "I see the Churches of Christ basically
where everybody else is--till caught in being
too much like the culture and not willing enough
to say 'We'Il go for broke for this (reconciliation
-ed.), because we believe in God and we're go-
ing to see what he wants us to be. And if nobody
Iikes us when we emerge, it's O.K. with tls. We'll
still be the kind of radical fellowship that Jesus
died for.' But there's just not many places where
you can experience that." t
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CgunSngUp
the Sheãves
By G. JAMES ROBINSON
The preacher unlocked his private office door
on Monday morning and sat down at his oak
desk. He pushed the intercom button and leaned
forward in his swivel chair. "Miss Jones, get me
Bro. Billings, please."
Bro. Billings, the assistant minister in charge
of attendance figures for Sunday services, was
just down the hall awaiting the Monday morning
review. "Yes, sirr" Miss Jones answered. "He'll
be here right away."
"Send him in when he comes," The preacher
paced nervously back and forth in front of the
window, making impressions in the thick, red
carpet. There was a knock at the door. "Come
in," he called.
"Hey, Billings, how's it going brothuh," he
said in a friendly bellow. Billings held a folder of
papers and stood before the desk. He appeared
to be a little nervous as he shuffled the papers.
The preacher leaned back in his chair.
"O.K., Billings," he said seriously, with fur-
rowed brow. "Let's hear it."
Billings shifted from one foot to the other.
He coughed and cleared his throat. "The total at-
tendance for Bible class was 614," he mumbled.
"What's 'at, Billings?" the preacher asked.
"Six hundred and fourteen," his assistant
repeated.
"Six-fourteen, six-fourteen,t' croaked the
preacher. "Are you sure? I had at least 300 in
the auditorium class, Billings. The parking lot
was full. The buses were loaded, too. Are you
sure that's every class?
The preacher stood up and walked over to the
coffee pot and poured himself a cup. He walked
back to the desk, sat down, and loosened his tie.
"Did you count that group at the donut shop?"
"What group, sir?"
"You know, that bunch that's too good to
come to class so they sneak off to the donut
shop after they drop off their kids."
"Why, no, sir-I-."
"Well, count tem."
"I donIt think we should, sir. I mean-."
"Why not, Billings? We count people away
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on church retreats, don't we?"
"Why, yes, sir,"
"We count people on marriage seminars, don't
we, and kids at camp?"
"Yes, sir,"
"Then we'll count the class at the donut shop.
Now, how many will that be?"
"I have no idea, sir."
"We'll say 704. Now how many for worship?"
Billings looked at his folder. "That's 87 4, al-
together,"
The preacher spewed coffee on the carpet. He
looked up, stunned.
"Eight-seventy-four, you say? Billings, who in
heaven's name is doing the counting? That can't
even be close. The place was packed. This goes on
week after week. I can't believe you people can't
get a correct count. Do I have to do everything
around here? Billings, I can see. I saw that crowd.
Did you count the bus drivérs?
ttYes, sir.tt
"Did you count the nursery attendants?"
"Yes, sir."
"Did you count the Smithsons?"
"No, sir, they're at Six Flags."
"I know that, but Don told me they were going to
have a devotional in their motel room, so count five
more. Probably dozens of families like that last week-
end, near Labor Day and all. I'll make the adjustment,
Billings. You can go now."
Dismissing Billings, the preacher called Miss Jones
into his office.
"Miss Jones, put our totals in the bulletin this week
as 704 for Bible Class and 1,083 for worship. Now,
what was the contribution?"
"It was fi6,741.62," she answered,
"Hmmm, not bad. But I tell you what-let's not
give them the impression that we're giving enough; not
with the new budget coming up soon. [æt's say it was
s5,125.32."
"Yes, sir," said Miss Jones. "Oh, by the way, Would
you give me your sermon topics for next Sunday, so
I can get them in the bulletin?"
"Well, let's see," the preacher wondered aloud. "l've
been pondering the problems of our country lately. I
feel the need for a strong sermon on the lack of Chris-
tian integrity in the business world. I know, how about
'Christian Integrity in Big Business'or maybe 'Honesty
on Your Job' or-I've got it! The perfect title for a
sermon: 'Is Your Back Door a Watergate?' " t
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By MICHAEL HALL
In many fundamental, evangelical circles the
word "social" is still accursed. It is emotionally
Iaden with many negative connotations. This is
probably due in part to the fact that the "social
gospel movement" in the 1920s was a movement
within liberal Christianity in reaction to an em-
phasis on individualism in conservative circles.
Consequently, when we begin discussing the bib-
lical teaching about the social implications of the
gospel, many evangelical Christians can't hear
what is said. Nevertheless, there's no other word
at our disposal that communicates any better on
the subject of Christian responsibility to others.
So I'm going to use the word "social" and ask
that you not let it block this communication
endeavor!
Actually, a false dichotomy has been created,
asking us to choose between an individualistic
gospel and a social gospel. But it isn't a question
of "either-or" at all. Rather, it is a matter of
"how much," How social-and how indiuidual-
is the gospel?
This is why it is not necessary to "add a social
dimension to the gospel," as we sometimes hear.
The social dimension is built into the good news
of Jesus. It only needs to be recognized and util-
ized. Any gospel that's devoid of social conse-
quences is but a fraud and sham, too insipid and
vapid to be termed "good news." If the good
news of Jesus isn't pervasive enough to affect
our social life and behavior, the problem isn't
that Jesus doesn't want to influence that area,
but that we are failing to fully recognize h\s lord-
ship aver that area of our lives.
The arena of Christ's call and activity is in the
world, in contemporary culture. For example,
the language of the gospel itself is a facet of cul-
Michael Hall is teaching and preøchitzg minisler øt the
Church of Christ ìn Carutlrcrsuille, Míssouri. He slso is a
freelance writer for a uaríety of publications.
?c'8t
ture. It is a social o'fact." Without it, there would
be and could be no communication of the good
news"
The life that emulates Christ is also social.
Those who try to divorce the Jesus-life from so-
ciety end up with monasticism or mysticism.
But Jesus related to, spoke to, and ministered to
the social elements of our world. The very heart
of the gospel is that God entered the social ordet,
this world-system, identifying completely with
it in order to make an impact upon it (Philip.
2:5-9)!
The material and the spiritual are not oppo-
sites or inseparable polarities. The twain do meet
and intertwine at many points. They are both as-
pects of reality, and Jesus speaks to and deals
with both aspects of man's life. Any "spiritual"
life that ignores the social aspects of the gospel,
or that responds to society with callous indiffer-
ence or self-righteousness, is unhealthy and un-
Christ-like. The good news needs to be related
bo the social conditions of every given society.
LOVING
For Jesus, love is the thematic center of God's
will. It summarizes the first and second com-
mandments-we should love God and our neigh-
bor with our whole being (Matt. 22:37-39). The
dynamic of this love rests in its multifarious
nature; it is individualistic in that it's an individ-
ual person's love (respect, care) for God, and it
is social in that its extent of caring is to everyone
within the reach of his sociaì environment.
"Loving our neighbors" äs we love ourseìves is
a social element derived ffom our spiritual union
with God. But more than that, loving men and
women in our social milieu is the training ground
for learning and developing our love toward God.
If we can't love those around us with whom we
have personal and daily contact, how can we love
God (1 John 4:19)? Jesus calls us to societal
love, not to the naTtowness of isolation.
After all, it is hard to convince anyone that
we really care ab.out them or have good news for
them if we only talk about saving their soul and
show no interest, concern, or helpfulness toward
their emotional, physical, financial or societal
needs (see James 2:14-22\. The Christ of the
Gospels speaks to the whole man.
Herein lies a call of Jesus to his contemporary
church. If we are to be his disciples, we rnusf
obey the social command of caring for our neigh-
bors in ways that truly minister to the whole
man. Jesus' steiry of the Samaritan who ex-
pressed mercy to the man fallen in the ditch was
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an illustration of how we love our neighbors
(Luke 10:2?-39). What's tragic is that cold hearts
and uncaring responses to dire sil,uatiotrs didn't
end with that priest and Levite.
The Christiau believer has an obligation to
bring lovr: to his society-individually (by acting
lovingly) and collectively (by prornoting loving
structures in society). Whenever a society is or-
ganized in a way where love has no place, where
consumerism exploits people, where selfishness
and avarice runs wild and is glorified-that soci-
ety is satanic and needs the healing infìuence of
Jesus Christ. Followers of the Nazarite ought to
be the first ones to stand up and speak up for
social justice and for programs that express lov-
ing concern for those less fortunate. But here's
something tragic: many Christians who do sound
off about such things sound anything but loving
when they spew out their contempt for busing,
welfare, Aid-to-Dependent-Children, "govern-
ment handouts," etc. Of course, some of those
programs may be corrupt and ineffective; but
they are making some response to human need!
Do we really care about the people or our tax
dollars? And do we feel contemptuous snobbery
toward those who need our aid?
HELP¡NG THË POOR
Certainly we do not get such attitudes toward
the poor from Jesus. For "God," he said, "has
appointed me to preach good news tcl the poor"
(Luke 4:18). Should not his Body today be
equally concerned and zealous about responding
to the poor (Gal. 2:10)2
Jesus identified with the poor and mingled
with the social outcasts. To those who were
blind, halt, sick, imprisoned, and hurting, .Iesus
presented himself and his kingdom as good news.
He stood in the lineage of the prophets who
called for justice in the social order and spoke
to pressing social problèms (cf . Amos 4:I;5:27-
24). Should not his disciples follow in his steps?
A grasp of the social dimensions of the good
news provides us with a deeper concept of sin.
It is recognized not only as rebellion against God,
but as violation of our nr:ighbor. We see ourselves
as part of the human community, realize out
social solidarity with the rest of mankind, and
appreciate a deeper, coLlectiue responsibility-for
such collective sins as social structures which
malre people poor. .Iesus held tlne cities of Chor-
azin, Ilethsaida, and Capernaum responsible for
sin (Matt" 1-1:20-24)"
Soci¿rl sins are sins against othr:r pr:ople" Most
of our social probìems are actually s<lcial maui-
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festations of sin. For example, racism, a form of
hatred, is the root of many social problems, and
.Iesus addressed that issue. Matr's inhumanity to
man is a violation of God's will just as cursing
and fornication are. 'Ihe Christian community
should be responsible to the needs of the poor,
and help bring the creative influence of Jesus into
every area of social life which is marred by sin"
HEALING FOR THE WHOLE MAN
Jesus "went about doing good and healing"
those who were wounded in both body and soul.
The gospel of salvation is thr:refore to the whole
man (1 Thess. 5:23). It deals with his relation-
ships with himself (personally), with his family,
and with his society. It concerns our work, emo-
tions, our economic life. With the incarnation,
God sacralized the secular. He abolished the wall
between the sacred and the secular, making ev-
ery aspect of our lives sacred before him (see
Rom. 12:1-2). The "holy place" is no longer
separated from ordinary life. Our very bodies
comprise his dwelling place (1- Cor. 6:19-20).
That means we are always on holy ground.
Consequently, since man is a social being, the
gospeì applies to his social relations, responsibil-
ities and sins. The church cannot rightly remain
aloof from the social nature of man any more
than it can ignore his spiritual needs. It has the
obligation and resources to deal with the issues
of hunger, ignorance, poverty, disease, war, and
hostility. 'fhere is a sense in which we are to
"Christianize the social order," for we are to
bring Jesus into every aspect of our lives. 'Ihis is
true integration. It makes us whole men and wo-
men. It gives us integrity and expresses real spiri-
tual health.
Is not Jesus "Lord of all" (Acts 10:36)? Even
Lord c¡ver our politics and businesses? The early
Christians sacralized politics-they brought the
faith into every facet of life. Today, Christianity
is in danger of being privatized, made too indi-
vidualistic. It is surely not a Cìrristian ethic that
genders the consumerism morality of "evely
man for himself " or "dog eat dog. " In the Greeh,
the word for "private citizen" was ldlos, from
which we get our word "idiot." Is it not idiotic,
especially for disciples of Jesus, to refuse to par-
ticipate in civic affairs, to be a private person,
unconcemed about where his world is headed?
ÞËALING W¡T¡".I TI-IË SOEIAL CÛNTËXT
Like it or not, we minister within a sociologi-
cal contexl,. The arena of our life anil presenta-
tion is societal. That's why we have to tahe our
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society into account, understand it, hnow where
it's coming from and where it's going, if we are
to effectively relate tlie good news to it. W<¡ del-
ceive ourselves if we thiirk that wr: communicate
in a vacuum that is unsocietal.
Kierkegaard has a beautiful ilìustration that
speaks to this subject. He told the story of a cir-
cus which liad come to a small town. One after-
noon while the performers were just finishing
dressing for their evening performances, the cir-
cus broìre into flames. The manager quickly
turned to some of the actors and sent them to
call some of the villagers to help them put out
the fire. A painted clown ran to town and
shouted to the villagers to come to the Big Top.
The villagers just laughed, applauding this novel
way of triching them to come. The clown wept,
tried to be serious, pleaded harder than ever. He
insisted that it wasn't an act, bul the real thing.
But the more he pleaded, the more the villagers
howled-until the fire leaped across the fields to
the town itself!
lf,[*'s the point? rhere is a potentiat socio-
Iogical problem when we speak about God. The
roles we play place us in a perceptual context.
Society perceives us according to our sociologi-
cal standing. If that perception has us in anti-
quatedo archaic, trivial, or irrelevant roles, then
no matter how serious we try to sound our mes-
sage will be trivialized and we'll be politely ig-
nored. Sometimes it's necessary for us to deal
with the sociological context-to refuse to play
out the outmoded forms of ministering and
speaking.
Since society is always in a state of flux and
flow, growing, changing, adjusting, believers must
keep abreast of current developments, perenni-
ally translating the gospel into words and forms
that have meaning for contemporary man. Other-
wise we doom ourselves to isolation. We can't
expect the world to learn a new vocabulary while
they're still disinterested, confr-rsed and ignorant
of the good news. We are the ones who are going
to have to deal with the social context in which
we find ourselves.
How social then is the gospel? It is sociaì to
the extent tliat it has a dynarnic, caring outreach
to men and women caught up in cultural tempta-
tions, values, and structures that are "without
God. " It is social enough to break through the
barriers of tace, creed, sects, and nationalities
with tlie good news of Jesus. It is social enough
to offer a cup of cold water to the thirsty, to
visit the prisons, and to call men away from their
God-denying practices. In truth, he whc¡ denies
thr: sociality of the gospel denies any evangelistic
outreach. He who wants only an individualistic
Christianity is divorcing the lifestyle of the serv-
ing and ministering Jestts from the people who
would follow him.
Imagier!r
Yaweh
Jehovah
God
Father
Son
Spirit is elusive
hard to
understand.
So the Word
Truth
Life
Light
way
Love becatne flesh,
in the form
of Man-
Messiah
Immanuel
Savior
Christ
Jesus lived
that lesser men
might See-
Hear
Smell
Taste
Touch
Know what theY
were meant
to be-HolY
Holy
Holy
Whole
*Ruth Willbern
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HmwShsll We Believe?
ffimmffiKung snd Athelsm
By JIMMY HULSEY
Last fall German theologian Hans Kung as-
sumed the lofty pulpit of Riverside Church in
New York City and gave a series of four lectures
entitled "I{ow Can We Talk About God Today?"
About 1,600 registrants, mostly ministers, had
assembled for the centennial celebration of Harry
Fosdick's birth. That Kung--a theologian, not
a preacher; a European, not an American-
should pay tribute to America's most renowned
preacher is a tribute, not only to Fosdick, but
to Kung himself. It indicates that he has struck
resonant chords across the Atlantic in the lives
that make up the pulpit and pew, the very con-
text of preaching. We had come from all over
the United States and a few foreign countries in
anticipation of these lectures.
Admittedly, Kung's arguments were tedious
at tirnes. As one might expect from a dogmatic
theologian, he proceeded carefully and methodi-
cally in the finest European academic style. His
accent only occasionally obscured a point. His
use of English was superb, particularly exempli-
fied by his wit. On the whole, he communicated
with great clarity. Perhaps, we were even more
impressed by the sensitivity of his remarks than
by his provocative insights.
In his first lecture Kung sought answers to the
question, "Why l{as God Been Rejected in Mod-
ern Times?" He assqmes that questioning and
d<¡ubt populate our cities and countrysides and
even frequent our Sunday assemblies. Thus, any
preacher must presume that his audience is in
need of grounding in the Christian faith. Whether
the views of the congregation be that of the so-
called 'osimple faith" or of practical agnosticism
or of anguished doubt, belief in God today re*
quires a structure of thought to support itself
against stormy trends of unbelief and indiffer-
ence.
z\ny riverboat captain who talçes no thought
Jimmy Hulsey is the assistønt minister wit:h the Lib-
erty Slreet Church of Christ in'Irenton, New Jersey. He
is a graduøte af llard.ing College øncl Princeton TheologÌ-
cal Seminary.
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for the current is apt to run aground. In this
sense, Kung argues that we must become aware
of the current of thought which has lead to so
much unbelief. The results of our search may be
painful, because we must begin with intense self-
criticism. If we are to gain any credibility with
modern audiences, we must admit that the church
has been a major obstacle to faith.
Kung needs to look only two directions to
validate this conclusion. In the direction of
science there is a tumultuous conflict with re-
ligion in which religious people have indiscrim-
inately inv<¡ked the scourge of God upon inno-
cent pioneers in thought. From Galileo to
Scopes, the history of the churches is repletð with
ecclesiastical intolerance and persecution toward
the propagators of new ideas. Under the guise
of maintaining scientific and religious truth,
churches have sacrificed some of their most no-
ble servants in needless defense of worn-out
worldviews which themselves have obscured re-
ligious truth. Kung notes that "the way this de-
fense took place discredited the church and even
God himself."
Though the bitterest battles of science and re-
ligion may rest in the past, we remain in a cold
war. The questions which scientists are now rais-
ing impinge on religion. The issues with which
ministers and theologians must contend impinge
upon science. No longer can we each pretend
that the other is quietly doing business in his
or her own backyard and affecting no one else
but the immediate clientele. "What is the mean-
ing of 'black holes'?'What is the ethical signif"
icance of test tube babies? What are the scienti-
fic and religious implications of Heisenberg's
Uncertainty Principle for human freedom?"
Questions such as these reach beyond academic
or religious isolationism. Until scientists and
theologians can talk to one another, they cannot
explore common ground. They cannot contri-
bute the necessary insights of each discipline for
the exploration and upbuilding of faith.
The second direction Kung pursues to validate
the conclusion that the church has blocked the
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way to faith is toward the fiel<t of politics' A
privatized Christianity has indiscriminately in-
voked the punishment of God in the political
realm through the church's indifference. Kung
cites the failure of the church to deal with the
tyranny of the rich over the poor, the privi-
leged over the oppressed, as the vehicle of athe-
istic politics. A reduction of faith in God to the
private sphere, with pious phrases offered as pla-
cebos for public ills, has discredited belierf in God
to many willing to work for social justice. As a
result, misguided politics has arisen to tyran-
nize millions in this century.
Kung absolves the church of nothing for aÌ-
lowing these events to occur. Yet, he hastens
to remind us that the National Socialist Move-
ment in Germany was atheistic in spite of its ef-
forts to co-op the chttrches. Similarly, Soviet
Communism is atheistic, though it was built up-
on the ash heap of a corrupt feudal system
couched in Russian Orthodoxy. Because of the
church's apparent indifference to thr: historical
context¡ within which atheistic politics has flour-
ished many have rejected the church and God
for allying themselves with injustice rather than
opposing tyranny.
The course we must pursue to correct these
trends of unbelief is one of operí confessi<¡n and
public collaboration. We must confess our sins
as a church. We have erred grievously through
intolerance and indifference. The price we are
paying is unbelief.
Yet, the church can end its cold war with
science by helping to establish guidelines where
science may operate free of religious persecution.
Similarly, science may respond with guidelines,
so that religion may raise questions and point to
faith where science has presumed to know
too much.
In the area of politics, the cìrurch can erase
its profile of indifference through direct involvr¡-
ment in behalf of lhe victims of injustice.
Through an express statement that the gospel
is good news for the poor in this world, the
church may begin to lift the Christ of thr: gospr:ls
to a place above atheistic politics" With renewed
concern for injustice in the name of Christ, the
church may begin to share moral involvement
with unbelievers and may begin to clear the
gouncl for belief in God.
On the second day of the convocatiou, Kung
lectured on the topic, "Can Argutnents of the
Atheists Be Refuted?"The "geat atheists" Kung
refers to are Feuerbach, Matx, Nitzsche, and
Freud, 'I'hese men, Kung ârgues, have left their
imprint on thoughtful atheism even to modem
times. Therefore, we must take their positions
seriously even as we must take our own theology
seriously.
Involved in taking our theology seriously is
an absolute intellectual honesty. Kung said, "The
more the theologian and preacher know of this
world, the more they will be able to do the theo-
logical task." But theologians and preachers need
to be aware of certain limitations upon their
enterprise. For example, theology cannot claim
to be intelligible only to believers. Theology
is not knowledge of God or Christ. It is merely
a human attempt to talk about them. In this re-
gard, if it cannot be understood by believers
and unbelievers alike, it is nonsense.
Similarly, we are to take atheism seriously.
Kung notes that atheists generally do not like to
be referred to as hiddeu believers. "The atheist's
position must be respected and not speculatively
outmaneuvered." One example of Kung's care
with the atheist's views may be seen in his treat-
ment of the argument of wishful thinking as an
argument against belief in God. Feuerbach and
Freud have authored and popularized this argu-
ment. According to Feuerbach, God is a mere
projection of what human beings wish were the
case. Kung proceeds to agree that belief in God
can be an expression of psychological immatur-
ity. But it can also be an expression of "identity
and psychological maturity. "
As to the notion of wishful thinking itself,
Kung points out that wishing something were
true does not mean that the thing wished for is
untrue. He uses the following analogy. A small
boy whose father was taken to a Russian labor
camp believes his father is alive. 'Ihough the
boy's family has given up hope, the boy contin-
ues his wishful thinking. Yet, the family with
their presumptions that the man is dead are no
closer to the truth than the boy with his wishful
thinking" A wish itself doesn't render a thing true
or false and cannot be used as an argument for
or against God's existence.
This lecture was tightly argued;and these sam"
plings cannot do it justice. Nonetheless, we left
with the sense that significant steps had been
taken to understaud the atheist's arguments in
all fairness and that a positive contribution had
treen made in showing Christians that they need
not l.¡e so insecure. There is solid ground aìl
around for argumentation; we need not tread
so lightly.
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"Is Belief in God reasonable?" wâs the con-
cern of the third lq,cture. Kung supports a "criti-
cal rationality," holding that belief without
thought is irresponsible. He argued that we must
seek verification and justification for faith. How
else c¿ut we be understood if not in language
which makes sense both to insiders ancl outsiders?
Faith which rests on mindless platitudes cannot
even be commutricated to the next generaticln,
not to mention unbelievets. Therefore, faith
must be subject to the most rigorous scrutiny
which reasonable persons can provide.
Yet, Kung acknowledges that belief and un-
belief alike are not merely rational positiorx.
People arrive at both through experiences of
grace and suffering in the course of their lives.
Reason alone cannot dislodge one from the joy
of human acceptance or the tragedy of human
rejection. Thus, the place of reason in belief is
not easy to pinpoint.
Yet, Kung argued against what he calls "ideo-
logical rationalism. " Whether of Aristotle or
Locke, no system of thought stands as the hand'
maiden to faith. We are not required to believe
in certain propositions in order to believe in God.
"God's meaningfulness and reasonableness be-
come manifest in the process of decision," says
Kung. In this connection, he quoted Pascal,
"Faith has its reasons which reason does not
know,tt
Because "faith in God himself, not in propo-
sitions about God," Kung prefers the word
"trust" to o'belief" or "faith'" The Christian
stance before God is one of "reasonable trust. "
ln his final lecture, Kung sought to focus and
personalize the general topic as indicated by the
title, "Why I Am A Christian." He began by re-
peating that Christians must accept responsibility
for their failings. Recognizing the objections to
Christianity, he, then, asks, "Why be a Christian?"
Basic to his response is the belief that "the re-
vealing God of the Jewish-Christian faith shows
himself unambiguously as a God who is not
against but is with humanity." To those who
may have difficulty with a personal God, Kung
notes that sayiug God is personal does not mean
that we can explain him. Nevertheless, he adds,
"Could the God who is the source of personality
be conceived as opersonal?" Because God has
allowed us to conceive of him from our human
perspective.
Jesus is the fullest revelation of this God for
humanity. In Kung's words, "this is God with a
human countenance"" Though human projections
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can serve as a 'opoisoning of God," still the God
revealed in Jesus Christ serves as "the living em-
bodiment of God's cause and the human cause."
Gori's call to us is that we follow Christ. We
look to his examþle as the norm for life, but we
follow in our own way. We have been given one
insurpassable example of life and the freedom to
appropriate it to our own particular circumstance.
But why wouldn't non-Christian humanism
serve as a valid example of life? Kung resp.onds,
The cross is the challenge to take all that is
nqgative upon oneself, to battle it, to cope
with it. I am a Christian, because I can thus be
truly human. From this perspective, we are
allowed to represent a truly radical humanism
including what other humanisms cannot, the
negative in life. I am a Christian, because, ac-
coiding to the spirit of this Jesus Christ, I
believe I am able to act in this world, to suffer,
to live, and to die. I know myself to bc sus-
tained in the positive and the negative' Christ
provides peåce, but he does not gloss over the
problems of tife. Christ makes me authenti-
cally human and authentically co-human.
With these words, Kung's lectures were ended.
Though Americans, not Europeans,thoughrooted
in modern Restoratiouism, not ancient Roman
Catholicism, nonetheless, we were uplifted. Why?
We had learned that the church is not divine.
What our ministries reveal painfully in the night,
we had heard spoken in the light of day; namely,
the church has been a major obstacle to faith.
The price of indifference is unbelief. Yet, why
did we ever assume that the churçh need not
confess her corporate sins? Why do we absolve
the church of her walk down the Via Dolorosa?
"It is the way the master went; should not the
servants tread it still?"
Moreover, we had learned that all unbelievers
in our company are not immoral reprobates.
Many long for integrity. Many outshine us in
their love for justice. Others live in anguish our
words cannot touch. Can we not confess our
part in their unbelief? Where their causes are
righteous, we must walk with them. Where their
'accusations are true, we must confess to them.
Where their perceptions are misguided, we must
correct them. Above all, where their lives are bro-
ken and misshapen, we must die with them.
Finally, we had Iearned that a believer in
Christ need not retreat from any honest ques-
tion. There is solid ground enough on which to
stand. Though the moment of questioning may
shake the foundations of worn-out dogmas, the
word of God'is fresh in every age and sufficient
to every questioner's need.
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ffiædels of Mimäs#wym
& Wholi$ie Åpptr&mæh
By STEVEN SP¡DELI-
In his book, The Church in Search of ltself,
Robert S. Faul describes three basic styles of the
cìrurch in history. They are: institutional, restor-
ation, and, pragmafic. x These styles grow out of
three corresponding patterns of presuppositions
and authority which give shape to each style.
What is true for churches in general may also
be valid for those who serve as ministers. Our
purpose here is to examine the work of ministry
in this light, in order to (1) provide a means of
predicting how ministers with their basic presup-
positions and styles (to be described below) wiilfulfill their ministry; (2) reveal various weak-
nesses, thus making possible a more well-rounded
and intentional ministry; (3) provide ministers
with a means of measuring their ministry presup-
positions and styles; and (4) enable congregations
to intentionally seek out ministers who can pro-
vide well-balanced ministries.
We concur heartily with Professor paul that
the desperate need for the church today is to
bring into better balance and perspective these
three patterns. For each of them has a basic
claim for the church, and without balancing them
the trajectory of the Christian movement is
skewed. This balance can occur only if our goal
is understood as a wholistic approach to ministry.
l. MODAIITIE$: SOURCES FOR
AUTHO R ITY AND PR ESUPPOSITIONS
Institutional Restoration
mode, tends to be tiound to the institution,
which is hierarchical in structure and exclusivis-
tic in terms of salvation and the means of grace.
The institution itself becomes authoritative. The
church operates directly in the world for the
good of the world and its transvaluation toward
spiritual reality.
The restorøtion modality group stresses pri-
marily the restoration of the New Tesúament
church. There is a strong scriptural focus. Scrip-
ture is the authority for the church's tife. This
modality tends to be literalistic; provides a call
for strong internal discipline with respect to life-
style; and may be prophetic in relation to the
normative culture. The central theme is the gos-
pel and its correlative, the witnessing church. In
this modality, there may also be an awareness of
the living and correcting presence of the lJoly
Spirit.
The third modality, the pragmatic, is highty in-
dividualistic in nature. It tends, therefore, to be
highly flexible, structureless, and subjectivistic.
The stress is on individual salvation by faith, and
personal acceptance of Jesus as Lord. The Holy
Spirit functions as the basic authority in this mo-
dality, and his freedom encourages a pragmatic,
open response to various situations. (Those scor-
ing themselves might decide which of these mo-
dalities most closely corresponds to their group's
dominant presuppositions. )
ll" MOÞAtlTlË$: PATTHRNS OF M!hl|STRV
Cleric Social Engineer
Psychotherøpist Waunded Healerf
This set of modalities has to do directly with
the style of the minister in practice, as distinct
from the basic patterns of the churches in Part I.
T'he cleric, for purposes of this instrument, is ba-
sically a "company man." He has a strong, con-
scious identification with and witnr:ss to the basic
*Ernst Troeltsch provides the sociological referent
for these patterns.
fA phrase happily borrowed from Henri Nouwen.
pragmatic
Each minister will find that his or her group
falls into one of these three, basic modalities.
The institutional modality preserves the central-
ity of the incarnation and understands the church
to be the result of God's initiative in human his-
tory. The church thus becomes the keeper of the
keys, as it were" God's continuing *oik, on this
Dr. Steue,n Spidell sen)es as minister fctr the Wilmette
Church of Chríst in Wilmette, Illinois. He is a member
of the Board of 'I\'ustees o/ Mission.
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content and form of thr: church in which he
worhs, and a strong identification with its tradi
tions and stanclarcls.
The sr¡cíal engineer type of minister is con-
cerned primatily for structure and form of min-
istry with respect to the group as a whole. I{e or
she generally tahes a systems approach and is
strong in administrative functioning.
The psychotherapist minister is concerned pri'
marily for the individual and his personal welfare,
as opposed to the cleric's concern for maintaining
the standards and beliefs of the grolrp, or the so-
cial engineer's commitment to the overall stabil-
ity and growth of the whole'
Finally, the wounded healer's basic focus is
inter-personal ministry between minister and
church member, with a strong emphasis on mu-
tuality and quality of relationships between indi
viduals. (Again, if you are testing yourself, choose
the one category which more nearly reflects your
own basic values in doing your ministry.)
III. THE FORMS OF MINISTRY
Apostle Teacher Deacon ProPhet
Euangelist Pastor Administrator Priest
There are several basic acts which a minister
may be called upon to do. As an apostLe he wit-
nesses, as an euangellsÍ he preaches, tlne teacher
teaches, Lkre pastor shepherds, Lh'e deacon serves'
t}.e ad.ministrator administrates, the prophet cú-
tiques, and the prlest heals.
Now we are ready to bring the first two parts
of our program into play with specific analyses of
how concrete acts of ministry will be informed
and carried through, depending on the modal-
ities which are operative.
tlne proplrct will be expressed by a minister under
the combination of tine ittstitutlorzal modality
and the social erLgineer style of ministry" Namely,
the society (or particular system) will be cri-
tiqued iu terms of bringing the system into align-
ment with the spiritual' ordered means of grace,
with an eye toward transforming the system to
express the religious institution's values'
Example 2; Restoration-Cleric-Euangelist'
A õombination of these three will result in
preaching the gospel of restoring New Testament
Christianity (values and forms) with a strong
concern to correct error and to call for strict dis-
cipline and radical obedience to the norm of
New Testament ChristianitY.
Example 3: Pragmatíc--Psy cho therapíst-Priest'
Healing the problems of individuals will be the
primary goal here, in view of the individual's re-
ception of grace based on faith and the presence
of the fruits of that experience in specific signs
of salvation.
Hopefully, enough data has been provided so
that interested participants can chart their own
results through the various acts of ministry.
tv. coNcLUSION
Consider the following tentative conclusions:
First, if this instrument is accurate, then we
have been able to predict adequately a descrip-
tion of how a specific act of ministry will be
carried out, once the presuppositions and per-
sonal style of the minister have been charted.
Second, this instrument may also provide val-
uable information on what aspects of ministry
may not be included significanUy enough in prac-
tice. For example, the institutional model may
wander away from scriptural witness and may,
as well, lose touch with individual concerns. Also,
tine cleric, by his allegiance to supporting the be-
liefs of his group, may not carefully tend to the
development of mutuality in relationships of
ministry, nor the good of the people in the
church as a community, nor individual needs.
Third, this instrumeut, if employed by a con-
gregation, may provide it with better understand"
ing and a clarification of the values it would like
its minister to have or to develop.
Again, the presupposition of this article is the
high value of a more wholistic, well-rounded miu-
istry by and to the church. A more conscientious
consideration of these issues by ministers and
congregations might also lessen the current frag-
mentation in today's church and make for a
I
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lnstitutional- ,.'Cleric--- Apostle\.
Restoration' "\ Soclol Engineery - -' Euangelist!u, zr(5úrrçe¡ 
\
Pragmatic ..'."";'Psyctrotlzerøfist...\'I'eaclt'er
WoundedlJealer 1.,..\ Pqstor
'.. \ I)eacott1. \
Example 1-:
Example 2:
Example 3:
Example 1:
In st itu tio nal*-S o c ial ll n gin e er -^'Pr op h' e t.
If you refer back to the descriptions and def-
initions above, you will see how the ministry of
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more creative ministry.
{ðæmdðe& nmd ûhe
NewReformaüon
Fellrrwship
The doctrine of justification by faith-which
is contrary to those who seek to pay their own
debt to God, thus obtigating him to save them-
is receiving a dynamic and controversial assist,
these days in the form of a journal called Verdict.
It, and the movement behind it, are not without
parallel to the Restoration Movement's early
days.
The movement, called The New Reformation
Fellowship, is opposed by some who seem to
have allied themselves with the religious leaders
of Christ's day in being unable to understand
God's willingness to save the sinner as illustrated
in the parable of the prodigal son. But the father
whom Christ shows us in the story demonstrates
God's willingness to forgive even those who
"waste their substance." Forgiveness was based
on the love of the father, rather than the merit
of the prodigal; and it is this emphasis which
Verdict seeks to restore.
The magazine's name was only recently
changed from its former títle, Present Truth (not
to be confused with Herbert W. Armstrong's
magazine, Plain Truth). It was begun by a young
Australian farmer, Robert Brinsmead, who de-
cided about 1955 to study to become a preacher
of God's word. In the process he learned the
doctrine of justification by faith, and his whole
life changed. The facts will sound familiar to
those who are acquainted with Restoration his-
tory, and with the Lutheran Reformation as well.
Luther rediscovered the fact that the Bible
teaches justification by faith (Rom. 5:1, etc.).
This was in direct contrast to the doctrine of the
Roman Church which had trained and,educated
him for the priesthood. Ltrther took the Sword
of the Spirit and dealt the Roman Catholic
Church a blow that shook it to its roots. Further-
Rhoderick D. Ice ìs euangelist with the Church of
Christ in Ithaca, New York. A natiue of Kentucky, he
has preached for seueral years in the northeastern states.
By RHODERICK D. ICE
more, he gave the Bible back to the people in
their own language.
Similarly, Thomas and Alexander Campbell
and B. W. Stone rediscovered Paul's doctrine ofjustification by faith and the fact that God had
made a sincere offer to save all who would come
to him through Christ. They also took this gos-
pel message and struck a tremendous blow at the
spirit of denominationalsim. In one generation
the churches of the Restoration became the
fourth largest religious group in the United States.
The fact that Robert Brinsmead was a "Sev-
enth-day Adventist" is no more important than
the fact that the Campbells and Stone were Pres-
byterians, Raccoon John Smith a Baptist, and
James O'Kelly a Methodist. For, as Luther ard
the Campbells, Brinsmead was to become an
abrasive agent of change in an ever-widening cir-
cle of religious people. Justification by faith is a
sword which cuts deep-it shakes and overturns
and destroys, as well as builds up. (See Geoffrey
Paxton, Brins'mead's co-worker, The Shaleing of
Aduentism, Baker Book House.)
We see in Brinsmead much of the young AIex-
ander Campbell. He is "ready to burn the house
down to get rid of the mice." He does not op-
pose "located preachers" in the sâme way as the
early Campbell. But he does have the sarne keen,
incisive mind, and the debating power. Brins-
mead was soon joined by Paxton, an Anglican
preacher, Paxton seems â cross between Alexan-
der Campbell and Walter Scott. He also possesses
a keen mind and debating power. Also an Austra-
Iian, he was president of Queensland Bible Insti-
tute in Brisbane, Australia, for seven years. Both
he and Brinsmead have traveled extensively in
the United States, England, and South Africa. I
met both men in Durham, North Carolina, in
1973. It seems to me that in their search for
truth, Brinsmead and Faxton are covering much
the same ground as did our own Bestoration
Movement in the first quarter of the ninetr:enth
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century. Time will tell, of course.
Campbell's great power was the printing press.
So also this ir{ew Reformation Fellowship' (Camp-
bell's favorite descriptive phrase was "the Con-
tinuing Reformation.") In 1'97!, Brinsmead
turned his attention to editing Present T't"uth and
disseminating his and Paxton's influence over the
English-speaking world. Their stated mission is
to call people back to the pure gospel of Christ'
on-the-cross as it was proclaimed by the apostles.
Since Churches of Christ have a similar mission,
I asked for and received permission to quote
from their copyrighted magazine in order to
compare doctrines.
First, we must recognize the fact that Verdict
(or Present Truth, as it was when these quotations
were made) does not speak "our language." Just
as Churches of Christ communicate in a "tech-
nical church language" or theological jargon, Ver-
dicú uses a different vocabulary and writes in a
highty technical style. Before we agree or dis-
agree, we must find out what they are really say-
ing. Second, since they are searching for truth,
they may say one thing today and seem to say a
different thing tomorrow os they respond to the
new truth they learn. It is this flexibility, grow-
ing out of their deep hunger for truth, which
places them in much the same position as Camp-
bell and Stone. They intend to ferment a "New
Reformation." It is just possible they will also
ferment a new Restorstion.
Like Campbell, The New Reformation has a
sense of mission which is iconoclastic in tone. In
their April, 1972, issue, they say:
Jesus said, "Elias (Elijah) truly shall first come,
and restore all things" (Matt. 17:L1). Although
this prophecy met its initial fulfillment in
John the Baptist, who prepared the way for
Jesus' first advent, it is clear that an Elijah
message must precede the second advent of
Jesus Christ. What is the nature of this "EIi-jah" movemeut "before the coming of the
g¡eatand dreadful day of the Lord"? IT IS TO
RESTORE ALL THINGS. The faith and pur-
ity of apostolic Christianity is to be restored
The sword of truth, newly edged with
power and bathed in the lightnings of heaven,
will cut its way through the vanity of all hu-
man dependencies and once again confront
man with the reality of God's saving activity
in Jesus Christ. . . . The publishers and spon"
sors of this magazine are committed to the
vision of a full restoration of New Testament
Christianity. Nothing more is needed. Nothing
less will do. lt'hey have nothing left in this
world aside frotn this hope, and nothing
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worthwhile to do outside the context of this
commission.
If you are familiar with Campbell's Cluistian
Baptist paper, you will have heard this before"
Further reading of Present Truth brought to
mind the emphasis which Campbell put on the
difference between law and gospel: "Law says
Do-Gospel says Done. Law commands{ìospel
promises. Law kills-Gospel gives life. Law con-
demns-*Gospel justifies" (April, 7972)' In the
same issue:
Yet the battle of the Reformation was not fin-
ished when God rescued the church from the
terrible eruor of comingling law and gospel.
'fhere is an opposite error. This consists in di-
vorcing the law from the gospel. While the
Church of Rome made shipwreck by confus-
ing law and gospelo the Protestantchurch faces
the peril of separating the law from the gospel
The first error causes men to attempt salvation
by their own worhs. The second error leads
them to thinh they can be saved in their sins.
Verdiat maintains that the gospel tahes the
law seriously, and that sinners can be justified otl
no other basis than perfect obedience to the law
(Rom. 2:13). But tlrc Law Giver hirnself came
to this world and obeyed perfectly in man's be-
half. "By His own perfect living in human flesh
He magnified the law and made it honorable (Isa.
42:2L, ibid.)." By dying under the penalty of
the law Christ showed that the law is holy, just,
good, and everlasting:
The God of the Old Testament is the God of
law. He who is holiness personified demands a
holiness from man which is without variable-
ness or shadow of turning. "Obey and live;dis-
clbey and die," is as flxed as the stars in their
courses. This inexorable demand of law pro-
vides the background to the glory of the New
Testament message of justification by grace,
on account of Christ, through faith. Taìce
away that background, and the message of
grace becomes a meaningless platitude.(Oct., 19?3.)
Certainly the law is rendered inoperatíue as far
as the Christian is concertred, but the importaut
distinction is how this is dor-re. Paxton empha-
sizes that the gospel is not a 'oclever way of get-
ting around God's law," but rather a "fuLfilling
of God's law in Christ!" 'Ihe '"third use of law"
views law as a "friendly guide." Verdict says:
There is no greater mistake thau l,o suppûse
that a Christian has nothing to do with the
Iaw and the Ten Commandments, because he
cannot be justified by keeping them" Tlhe sa.me
(continued on page lB)
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By hbbíe Lee Holley
A group of mothers whose children were of nursery school age
were discussing their various problems. Several wondered what to
do when a child is afraid to go to bed in the dark. Finally, in sim-ple wisdom, someone suggested, "You give him a night light.',
Madeleine L'Engle, admitting what many of us feel but perceive
only vaguely or are afraid to confess, says,
I'm afraid of the dark---not afraid to go up the stairs in the phy-
sical darkness of night, but afraid of thõ shadows of another
kind of dark, the darkness of nothingness, of hate, of evil.
So we rush around trying to light candles. Some are real: books
are candles for me; so is music; so is friendship.(A Circle of Quiet, p. 20b)
Books are candles for me, too-il-
luminating many of the dark places.
And I like books; I like to receive
books; I like to touch books; I like
to smell the newness of them; I like
to give them. There are, of course,
far more new books than we can ne-
view here. So here is a ,,catch-up,
column, reflecting on recent sources
of illumination.
Bibles
The new Bible translation for this
year is the New International Version,
published by Zondervan. Prepared by
a hundred scholars working from ühe,
Hebrew and Greek texts, it is conserv-
ative in tone and particularly honest
in showing in the footnotes when the
meaning is uncertain. The three edi-
tions now available are easy to read
and in a nice type style. And a new
edition of the New American Stan-
(continued from page lZ)
Holy Ghost who convinces the believer of sin
by 
.the law, and leads him to Christ tor ¡udtiti
cation, will always lead him to a spiritual use
of the law, as a friendly guide, in lhe pursuit
of sanctification. Our Lord Jesus Chrisi never
made light of the Ten Commandments; on the
contrary, in His first public discourse, the Ser-
mon on the Mount, He expounded them, and
showed the searching nature of their require-
ments. (Oct., 1g?S.) -
A complete study of Brinsmead and paxton
would require more space than we could give it.l[e notice only a few more statements. On the
¡lblect of "total depravity," Brinsmead says that
"Total d.eprauity does not mean that man is as
bad as he can be but that ttre whole man, even
the best in man, is tainted with human sinful-
ness" (Sept., 1976). He then makes this interest-
ing comment in a footnote:
Faith is spirit. It is the gift of the Holy Spirit
and cannot be seen. Yet faith needs form.lt is.given form in Christian baptism. This is whyf¡itlt *{ baptism can be used interchangeablyin the New Testament. Faith saves; bãpfisrir
saves. Faith cleanses; baptism cleanses. -Faith
unites and incorporates the sinner into Christ
and His mystical body; baptism unites and in_
corporates the sinner into Christ and His mys-
tical body. Of course, faith itself does not
save, but these things are attributed to faith
þecause it is affixed to Christ. Since baptismis the form of faith, we can attribute to bap-
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tism what belongs to.faitn. This is a covenantal
way of thinking. When this biblical mode of
expression is ignored, people either look upon
baptism as a useless form or as a thing with
magical powers. Faith is also given form in alife of good works. This is whãt James 2 is all
about. Faith cannot live without expression.
Without works faith is dead. (Dec., 19?6.)(Since Adventists immerse, we conclude that
Brinsmead has been immersed-RDl.)
Do Brinsmead and Pa:<ton share in common
some things withJohn Calvin and Martin tuther?
So do we! We share the time-honored Christian
verities, such as the trinity, the deity of Christ,
the virgin birth, blood atonement, the bodily
resurrection and ascension of Jesus, the second
coming, final judgment, justification by faith(even faith alone, in contrast to justification by
human works), sanctification, and glorification
at Christ's soon return.
It yet remains to be seen what form.the New
Reformation Fellowship will take. Iüait, beforeyou say "yea" or "nay'r to it. But it is safe to
predict that this movement will have a profound
effect upon every church in the English-speaking
world. It has struck the Adventists deeply wittr
the doctrine of justification by faith in the cru-
cified Christ. And it cannot fail to have an im-
portant effect upon the Church of Christ. ChrisL
on-the-cross must be the integrative center of
our faith! As Brinsmead and paxton stress again
and again: "The gospel must be allowed to call
euery thing into question.,,
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ùrd Bible is appealing. Called the
"personal" size, it is easy to carry, has
side-margin references and notes op-
posite the verse referred to, and has
space for personal notes. One other
would be a useful gift: the Síx Ver-
sion Parallel New Testament (Crea-
tion House, $12.95). An excellent
Bible for children, ages eight through
twelve, is The Holy Bible for Chiþ
dren, edited by Allan Hart Jahsmann
(Concordia, $8.95). It is a simplified
version of both testaments, is illus-
trated, and contains numerous helps.
The Pearl Buck Súory Biöle is now
available in a two-volume paperback
set (Signet, $3.00) and would make a
nice gift for a child.
Study Aids
Published in connection with the
þlevision series produced by BBC,
The Long Search by Ninian Smart(Little, Brown, $17.50) investigates
the similarities and differences among
the living world religions, the mean-
ings of religious words, and ways in
which religions have shaped their area
of the world. There are especially
beautiful pictures-in one section,
those illustrating the scriptures of the
various groups. One interesting chap-
ter, "Beyond White Frontiers," sug-
gests that "one of the major forces in
the world is that range of rather small
societies which retain an incredibly
rich mosaic of different cultures and
spiritual values." Profiles in Behef
The Religious Bod,ies of the United
States and Canada, Volume II: Protes'
tant Denominøtions by Arthur Piep-
korn (Harper & Row, $29.9õ) was
released last year. A valuable aid for
the church historian, this volume in-
cludes detailed descriptions of beliefs
and practices of the denominations
that emerged from the Protestant Ref-
ormaüion. Harper's Encyclopedia of
Bible Life has been re-written and re-
designed by Boyce Bennett, Jr., and
David H. Scoll (Harper & Row,
$15.95). Eerdmøns' Family Encyclo-
pe;dia of the Bible is a PoPularlY
written resource that can be used by
the whole family ($13.95). Edited by
Clive Rawlins,The Daily Study Guíde:
Index Volume to Barclay's The Daily
S tudy B ible (Westminster, hardbound
$6.2õ, soft cover $3.75) is now avail-
able. It has five comprehensive in-
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dexes to facllitate study
One of the major Pubtications of
the year is F. F. Bruce's Pøul: Apostle
of the Heart Set Free (Eerdmans,
$13.95). One reviewer suggests that
it "shquld become the standard text-
book on the subject for manY Years
to come.tt
Fauorite Writers
Many of us welcome almost anY
book from our favoriüe \itriters, those
who have inspired us over and over,
whose wriüings and lives are trusü'
worthy. Some we read mostlY for
their devotional qualities that lift our
"daily-ness" up into the heart of God.
Marjorie Holmes speaks so sensitively
to the needs, frusürations, problems,
sorrows, and joys of women in their
multi-faceted lives. -Lord Let Me Loue
(Doubleday, $7.95) is a treasury of
essays and prayers üaken from her
many books.
Eugenia hice, whose religious nov-
els have touched deeply, writes in her
Sú. Siruons Memoir (Lippincott, $10)
about her own ventures in finding the
islands and writing what are known as
the St. Simons trilogy: Lighthouse,
New Moon Rising, and Beloued In'
uader. Joyce Landorf, best known for
I Came to Loue You Late and other
novels, deals with the issues of suffer'
ing, pain, and obedience in The High
Cost of Growing (Nelson, $6.95)'
Corrie Ten Boom gives us Father Ten
Boom: God's Møn (Revell, $6.95)'
the story of the magnificent giant of
faith who was her father and whom
we met in the tragedies of The Hidíng
Place. Alw her devotional book Eoclt
New Day is now in paPerback (World-
Wide, $2.95).
As in all her books, Catherine
Marshall openly shares her own ex'
periences as she relates her pilgrim'
age in trying to find out the role of
the Holy Spirit in our lives. ln The
Helper (Chosen, $?.95) there are
helps, prayers, directions for self-
study to aid the reader on his/her
own journey, Beyond Ourselues, an
earlier book, has been published in a
new edition and is enjoying renewed
popularity (Chosen, $7.95).
Loren Eiseley's followers will be
pleased with the book of poems pub-
lished just before his death:. Another
Kind of Autumn (Scibner's). ManY
will be happy to learn of the new par-
aphrase in contemporary language of
Hannah \{hitall Smith's century-old
classic: The Christian's Secret of ø
Happy Life for Todøy (fi7.95)' Then
there is The Weather of the Heørt, a
group of poems from the sensitive
heart and pen of Madeleine L'Engle
(Shaw, $4.95).
Others we have read for their
deeper and probing insighüs into the
biblical message and its meaning for
our lives. We have come üo resPect
their scholarship and ability to make
the difficult plain. We \ilelcome each
book with gratitude. ln Men and
Affsirs (lVestminster, $4.95) William
Barclay considers men and move-
ments that have influenced human
affairs. Two collections of the essays
and speeches of Elton Trueblood will
be welcomed by those who have been
so richly blessed by his insights into
what the churchought to be and how
Christians ought to live, or they could
serve as good introductions to those
unacquainted with his writings: .A
Philosopher's IUøy, ediüed by Eliza-
beüh Newby, one of his students
(Broadman, $a.95); andThe Encour'
agers (Broadman, $5.95). Malcolm
Muggeridge's quest for God is a well-
known story. In A Twentieth Cen-
tury Testimony (Nelson, $L2'50), he
shares the story of seeking and find'
ing and his visions of life.
Three new books from Macmillan
form a set of writings from three out-
standing and influential writers. ?/re
Joyful Christían ($7.95) is a collec-
tion of over 100 selections from C.S.
[æwis' works. The Newborn Chris-
ú¡an ($7.95) is an anthology of read'
ings from J.B. Phillips' most loved
books. Dorothy SaYers' The Whimsi-
cal Christian.($8.95) is a book of es-
says dealing with what it is to be a
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Christiarr ioday. Âppropriate to be
read in conjunction with the Lewis
anthology ate Imøges of Saluation irt
lhe Fictian of C.S. Lewis lrty CLydø
Kilby (Shaw, {i4.95) and The Taste
for the Other: The Social and llthicøl
Thought of C.S. Lewís by Gilbert
Nbilaender (Eerdmans, t|ì6.95).
D eu o ti onal and I nsp iratianal
One of the most beautifully writ-
ùen and deeply moving of the recent
books is A Seuere Mercy by Sheldon
Vanauken (Harper & Row, $i6.95). It
is a profound love story but it is
more. The love is deepened by the
search for faith and the Christian ex-
perience and the latter are informed
by correspondence with C.S. Lewis.
Included are eighteen previously un-
published letters of Lewis. Said one
reviewer: "I think it is one of the
most remarkable books I've ever read
. perhaps a masterpiece." Green
Winter: Celebrations of Old Age by
Elsie Maclay (Reader's Digest Press-
distributed by Crowell, 97.95) is a
tender tribute and song of love to the
"really beautiful people." She cap-
ùures so well "the rejoicing and de-
spairing, the funny and the moving,
the resigned and ihe optimistic mo-
ments in the lives of the aging."
'fhose who are "older" will smile or
weep that sotneone does understand;
the younger will understand a little
b,etter as they read such lines as
My children are coming today.
They mean weìl. But they
worry.
I miss being needed.
I don¡ü need a lot of dreams, God,
Ilui could you let me have one
or iwo?
There are several sets of devo-
tional classics that have been pub-
lished or that are in process. There
are three volun'¡es of the Doubledøy
Deuotional Classics, edited by Glenn
Hinson ({ì3.95*5,95) and chosen üo
span 300 years of Protestant devo-
tional literature. 'Ihey are abridged
so that the focus is on the devt¡tional
part of the larger work. With each
there is a short biography of the au-
thor and a textual introduction. The
Seabury Press is issuing a beautiful
set called the Classic Prayer Series.
Two new volumes are Fulton Sheen's
'I'he World's Greøt Loue: 'Ilhe Prayer
of the [ìosary and f)aniel Berrigan's
Beside the Sea of Glass: 'Ihe Song oT
the Lamb ({ì4.95 each).
Children and Young People
A book highly desirable for teeu-
agei"s should be Charlie Shedd's IIo¿¿
lo Know If You Are Really in Loue
(Sheed, Andrews & McMeel, $6.95).
In his usual straight-to-the-point and
no-nonsense (but very caring) ap-
proach, he deals in a practical way
with this important question. Using
letters from young people to illus-
trate, he suggests several tests, such
as unselfishness, mercy, apology, and
then includes questionnaires to help
couples evaluate themselves.
Appropriately for Mickey Mouse's
recent birthday celebration, there is
the superb collection Walt Disney's
Treasury of Children's C/ass¿cs edited
by Darlene Gein (Abrams, {i25). Also
among the old favórites is a nice gift-
boxed, Beatrix Pot ter Sampler (Warne,
$10). Also available in two volumes
of Caedmon recordings are the Potter
stories told by Claire Bloom (917
each).
Published by l"Ioughton"Mifflin,
l,hree unusual books that can be
shared by parents and children and
should be highly interesting and in-
formative for both a¡e David McCau-
lay's Cathedrol ($9.95), Pyramid
($8.95), and Castle ({ì9.95), the latter
a Caldecott Honr¡r lJook in 1977. All
are well designed books with intricate
and detailed illustrations carefully re-
Iated to the text. The information is
solid and engagingly related. Cathe-
drals, McCaulay points out, were
built to ihe glory of God. He ex-
plains how the pyramids came to be
built and how they denied the finaì"
ity of death; he also discussss atti"
tudes toward death, the mummifica-
tion process, and the burial activities"
In Castle, precise drawings indicate
how the castle was constructed; and
there is a discussion of life in the cas,
tle and the relationships between cas-
tle and town.
Aarrie's Gilí, written by Efner'l'u-
dor Holmes and illustrated by'Iasha
r€f[€ctñng {}m
Tudor (Collins-World, $5.95), is a
story of love between a lonelv old
tnan and a child. And You Giue Me a
Pairt, Elair¿e by Stella Pevsner (Sea-
bury, {87.50) focuses on sibling ri-
valry. Detente between animal ene-
mies of the forest is ihe theme of O/d
T'iger, New f iger by Ron Roy (Abing-
don, $5.95). Sun Horse, Moon Horse
by Rosemary Sutcliff (Dutton, $7.95)
is a beautiful recreation of the world
of the makers of England's famous
White Horse of Uffington and the
boy who might have made the mag-
nificent creature which can still be
seen today. For the mystery lover
there is The Cqse of the Baher Street
Irregulør by Robert Newman (Athen-
eum, $7.95). A young boy becomes
caught up in the London of Sherlock
Holmes and helps the Great One solve
a mystery. Bridge to Terabithia by
Kai,harine Paterson (Crowell, $i7.95)
won the 1978 Newbery Award for
Distinguished Literature for Children.
It is a sensitive portrayal of a friend-
ship between Jess, a rural boy who
aspires to be the fastest runner in the
fifth grade, and Leslie, the city-bred
girl who takes the title away from
him. "1'erabithia" is the name of
their secret hideaway where they
share books, ideas, and dreams. This
would be a good family read-aloud.
Two books distinguished for the
excellence of their art are highly rec-
ommended. Noqh's Arh: The Story
of the Flood by Peter Spier (Double"
day, {86.95) was selected for the Cal-
decott Award for Besi Illustrations.
The extraordinary pictures of vitality
help retell the familiar Bible story, in
this case the text of the artist's own
üranslation of a seventeenth-centun¿
Dutch poem. The Caldecott Aesop
with an introduction by Miehael
I{earn a¡rd illustrations by Randolph
Caldecntt (lloubleday, $11,95) is a
collection to be enjoyed by the whole
family. It is a beautifully reproduced
facsimile of the 1883 edition by Al-
f¡ed Caldecott with the treasured il-
lustrations of the artist whose name
has become synonylnous with excel,
lence in the field of illustration for
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re,cent books
children. (Note: I am indebted to Dr.
Marilyn Miller, teacher of Children's
Literature in the Library School of
the University of North Carolina, for
help with this section and the one
following.)
Marrtage and FamtlY
For those who were moved bY Jane
Howard's A Different Woman, the rc'
sult of her two-year trek through the
country letting women tell their own
stories, her new book Fantílies (Simon
and Schuster, $9.95) will be equally
fascinating. In both books she deals
with life-celebrates life, in fact-and
not theory. Her strong conclusion is
that the family is not dead. "Tribes
and clans and families are what the
book is all about. . . the connections
of chance and the connections of
choice, and the ways in which these
connections can govern and bless and
sometimes cripple our lives."
A hetpful resource for parents (and
teachers and all who work with chil-l
drcn) is an annotated bibliography by
Ruth Gillis (Indiana University Press,
$12.50) entitled Children's Books for
Times of Súr¿ss. A Parent's Guide to
Children's Reading by Nancy Larrick,
now in its fourth edition (Doubleday,
{ì8.95), is a fine guide for parents on
the why, how, and what of helping
children to become readers. It in-
cludes sections on how to select re-
cordings, how to make the best use
of television, how to enroll in a chil-
dren's book club, and what to have
in a home library.
Books that would be appreciated
by parents irying to rear healthy,
wholesome children with a faith for
living in today's complex world would
be blessed by John C. Cooper's /,lu-
ing, Louing and Letting Go: The Art
of Being a Parent (\{ord, $0,9f ); ntlot
Daley's Father Feelings (Morrow,
$?.95); and Selma Fraiberg's .Birúå-
right: In Defense of Mothering (Basic,
86.95). The Dance-Away I'ouer bY
Daniel Goìdstine, el, al., (Morrow,
$8.95) is recommended by Ann Lan*
ders as a "relief from ihe garbage sup"
porting open marriage." The authors
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discuss the itnportance of personal
growth as well as the nurturing of a
couple relationship.
One book 'likely to bring haPPY
and intimate moments to a Parent
and child is Teaching Your Child to
Pray by Colleen Townsend Evans
(Doubleday, $6.95). Based on the
Lord's Prayer, lhe format is unique.
'lhere are two texts on each page-
one for the child in simple language
and the other for the adult. It is well
illustraied to help the child under-
siand that prayer is vitally connected
with the experiences of his life. An-
other one for family "togetherness"
is The Great Song Bool¿, illustrated
by Tomi Ungerer (Doubleday, $ì12.50)
and containing a collection of over
sixty of the best-loved and most fa-
mous songs in the English language.
Magnificently illustrated, it is de-
signed for the whole familY to PlaY
and sing or read and look together.
Spe.cial Booles
There are always books in the cate-
gory of the "very special" bhat one
longs to give to the "véry special"
people. They are usually more ex-
pensive, but they are truly treasures
to be enjoyed and used for a lifetime.
One of the loveliest I've seen for a
while is He Was One of Us: The Life
of Jesus of Nazøreth, with paintings
by Rien Poortvliet, text by Hans
Bouma, translation by Brian McDer-
nrott (Doubleday, {i29.95). Poortvliet
says, "I have tried to tell the story of
Jesus by letting faces and hands do
the talking. Because faces and hands
speal< their own language and so they
can express more clearly the fact that
the people who lived when Jesus was
on the earth were completely ordin-
ary folk." FIe shows the human reac-
tions to all Jesus does. In brushed
greens and darks, there are the haunt-
ing deep eyes of Mary, fingers to her
mouth in wonder and perplexity:
An ordinary girl
Nothing striking about her
She'll be getting married
The Mother of Jesus
She is ordinary enough for that.
Another of what I suppose can be
called coffee-Lable books is Speah
Softly to lhe llchoes by Art Gore
(Northland Press, $25). The beauti-
ful photographs, prose, stories, and
bits of verse take one back into Amer-
ica's past. While it is nostalgic, it is
not marred by an over-wrought senti-
mentality. There are the reminis-
cences with which most of us can
identify either through our own mem-
ories or through family lore, but utr-
derneath there are both the cherished
values that continue to live and even
deeper philosophical undertones.
Each one has a special treasure,
from all the others kept apart;
Oh to look back now and then,
And warm it by your heart.
A four-star book and one that
should surely excite any Christian is
The Promised Land with foreword by
læon Uris, text by Abba Eban, United
Nations representative and Ambassa-
dor to the United States, and paint-
ings by Gordon Wetmore, who spent
more than 500 hours at the sites he
depicts and 5,000 more in the studio
(Nelson, $60). It is an artful explora-
tion of the roots of the Judeo-Chris-
tian message.
FRËE BIBLE OR BOOKLËT
You can still get a free Today's English Version llible, or
the bookleù "Who's in Charge l{ere Anyway?"-a study
of the eldership by Roy Willbern-with each subscrip'
tion to Mission. Just clip or copy ihis forrn and mail to
Mission, 1"1223 Henge, Austitr, I'X 78?59.
l'rícc I yr. Stì, I yr. !20, t yr.-S3{)
Name
Address
Chech one: 
-*llible .--Bool¡let
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Author Responds
I can believe, Nancy, thai his eye
is on the sparrow (December, 1978).
My problem has to do with what he
does about what he sees. Sparrows
fall rather copiously around my home.
I pick them up dead from pesticides
and parasites; I see them shot down
by careless boys with air guns; I
watch the stealthy neighbor cat,
whom I detest, get his share of them;
many others, this rnonth, will drop
frozen from the bitter cold.
When the phrase, "His eye is on
the sparrow," means only that God
cares,I accept it gladly. When it also
implies selective intervention, I be-
come so confused by the evidence
that I cannot make the phrase very
meaningful. Occasionally I see an
alert bird outwit the nasty cat, and I
rejoice. Perhaps God intervened, but
it is my own personal weakness to re-
member all those others whose deaths
also have to be fitted into the scheme.
So I am not bery bold; I simply think,
"Lucky little bird."
I wanted mainly in my essay to
say that selective providence is not
an easy field to move about in, and
that it might be useful to speak with
iess certainty and more hope. Per-
haps I have read too many times in
history how religionists were positive
they could "read" intervention, al-
though their interpretations make us
smile today.
After the infamous Lisbon earth-
quake of 1755, Catholics lenew that
God had punished the city because it
had ioo many Protestants. Protes"
tants were equally positive that God
had shown ihe world what he thought
about the masses of Catholics in the
city. Theologians wrung their hands
over the fact that the quake hit when
all lhe mosi ardent believers on boih
sides were in church, a circumstance
which greatly increased the death toll.
Of r¡ther explanations of ihe
quake, the following one rvhich is re-
laied in T.D. Kendrick's The Lisbon
Itrarthquake may be the most fas"
cinating:
The reason why God had over-
thrown Lisbon was not only be-
cause I-Ie intended to shock the
whole of Christe¡rdom into a süate
of penitent obedience to Him by
the staggering destruction of such
a celebrated and wealthy city, one
that was perhaps, thanks to its
maritime trade, the best-known
city in Europe; but also because
Portugal was a kingdorn unde¡ the
special and principal care of Hea-
ven, so that according to ùhe rules
of the divine discipline, the Portu-
guese for their own good and as a
result of the heavenly priority ihat
was their due, were singled out for
the honour of being the first to be
punished and those who were pun-
ished most severely."
So easily can any eve¡rt be made
to fit into a predeterrnined pattern of
thought. Each philosophy saw itselfjustified in the Lisbon terror. Yet
some good caure out of if;, because it
began a series of inquiries which led
ultimately to the belief that quakes
were natural rather than supernatural
phenomena, and thus were amenable
ùo observation and to explanaùiori by
a rational theory.
I confess to wondering if we are
not sometimes excessive in our zeal
to find divine intervention (a com-
foriing proof of our owll importance)
in some happening for which a per-
fectly natural explanation is r:eacly
ùo liand.
I appreciated the responses to rny
article, although I would sr,rggest that
Mr. Reagan mighi consider the possi,
bility of having, somewhere deep in-
side, a secrei and vulnerabte doubt on
this issue. 'll.rose who are cleeply as-
sured do not generally react with
quite so rnuch heat,.
lìobert Meycrs
Wiclrita, Kansas
Belief and Fact
After the righteous indignation
over Robert Meyers' ariicle ("That
Odd Watcher," October issue) has
been lanced from ury mind, there are
still a few points about which I musi
think more clearly after reading his
reflections. I dcl not care to bury God
alive either, Ms. Myers ("IJis Eye Is
on the Sparrow," December issue),
but that is not exactly the point for
me. Because all too often I do want
to box up the Creator and Sustainer
of the Universe so that I will be in
control of God's moves with refer-
ence to my life. I like to know what
the Almighty wiìl or will not (can or
canuot?) do, so that I can üell my
friends about what has been done for
me*implying, of course, the whole-
ness and unity of my (or my group's)
t'elationship with the Living One-an
implication which rnay not carry hon-
esi weight with regard to my own
living.
Others have been reproved by the
prophets (I particularly think of Jer-
emiah) for acting as if they had a cor-
ner on ihe God-market. They seemed
to know just what God's limits and
possibiliiies were and they disdained
the remainder of the world for its
supposed ignorance of its Creator and
Rocl<. IIow tragically ironic a suppo-
sition in the face of the Judgel But
God's visionary saw that all the "tem-
ple ialk" was drivelling cover for
faithless lives.
'lhe sword cuts me two ways.
First, God does not play by my rules;
cannot be surrounded by my defini-
tions; will not be totally included in
my dcscriptivc claitns. (ìod, being
more living, just, and powerful than I
could irnagine, can do/has done/will
do special deeds in behalf of individ-
uals and groups. Second, I must rec-
ognize and confess llty own broken-
ness-and thus ihe Alrnighty's gra-
ciousness-in the midst of any witness
I give for the God of my life. Any
claims I make about the conternpor-
ary deerìs of the divine One must be
turade in humility as statements of
my 0wr1 belief and not in pride as
sl;atements of absolute fact.
David C. Steen
College Grove, Tennessee
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THË BATTTË FCIR A
CHURCH OF CHRIST BIBLË
Alexander Campbell started it-dissatisfied
with translations that did not specify "immerse"
for baptism in Acts 2:38, etc., he translated
his own New Testament. Like the private
translation of the Jehovah's Witnesses' Watch-
tower Society, it never caught on.
But now the rush is on again. It began a few
years ago with the publication of a kind of
Church of Christ index in the back of a New
Testament distributed by Star Bible Publi-
cations. This enabled us to turn up such
entries as "Catholic Church" and find the
reference, right there in God's Holy Word:
"Not in Bible."
Some translation projects have been more
responsible. A computer-assisted "dynàmic
equivalent" project-as opposed to wooden,
word-for-word translations-in Arlington,
Texas, aims to print Bibles in the languages
that are still without them. But that program
irked a church in nearby Bedford, who has
announced its own translation project. Their
English Standard Bible Translation, we are
assuted, will be screened by "highly reputable
and faithful men in the brothçrhood," and
will uot "reflect the so-called 'dynamic equiv-
alent' style." ?/zis Bible, brethren, will be ours.
This more faithful translation is also being
produced in reaction to yet another Church of
Christ Bible out of Dallas. One man left the
Arlington project with a little Greeh and a lot
of moxie. FIe was able to rush into print with
a simplified translation before the Arlington
group could get one out. The Dallas-based
translation was sent to several people for
checking, and although parts of it were very
badly done, it has received good press from
the right folks. But nof; right enough for the
Bedford church (have we lost you?). ?helr
Bible "will not be hurriedly done by one or
two men, and then spot checked here
and there."
This flurry of apparent interest in an accur-
ate Bible is misleading when we look at the
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way modern Churches of Christ actually use
the book. From the widespread study of the
Bible by the person in the pew, we have di-
gressed into a "telì us what is safe" rnentality
which actually obscures the message of
Scripture.
Item: Hecently a friend said with frustra-
tion that he could not persuade his Church of
Christ fiancee to study the book of Romans
with him. Her reason? "Our minister and the
Church of Christ have already worked out
what grace means."
Item: The Bedford church recently sent out
a statement of "withdrawal" from a sister
congregation which ignored the biblical basis
for such action, which puts it within the con-
text of the local congregation, and which re-
quires that we go to the offending party first,
etc. 'Ihe church also conducts a preacher
training school which produces ministers with
this anti-biblical viewpoint. Dare we think
about the fate of the Scriptures in the hands
of those already persuaded to think and
act unscripturally?
Item: What really serves as our touchstone
of faith is revealed in a missions document
prepared by one of the largest congregations
in Abilene, Texas. It is not the Bible, our
vaunted boast. It is not even a creed. Far more
nebulous, and hence insidious, it is contained
in a statement of what the congregation's
missionaries will and won't do on the field.
They must stipulate that they will do only
those things with which mainline Churches af
Christ agree.
There is our new Bible, at last! The old one
has lost out to "mainline" consensus, and
the mainline is re-shaping the Bible into its
own image. The battle for a Church of Christ
Eible is a minor skirmish; but it signals the
loss of the broader war against sectarianism,
reduced now to the echo of a bugle call re-
membered only faintly by a few. *RD
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